English
In English we will be
 Reading the books Stone Age Boy and Ug Boy Genius of the Stone Age
and How to Wash a Woolly Mammoth
We will be Story writing based around the book .
Instructions
Product/Service Information
Spelling looking at different spelling rules and patterns.
Different sentence types
Vocabulary
Comprehension
Guided reading
Maths
In Maths we will
 recognise and use fractions as numbers; unit fractions and non-unit fractions with small
denominators
 count up and down in tenths; recognise that tenths arise from dividing an object into 10
equal parts and in dividing one-digit numbers or quantities by 10
 compare and order unit fractions, and fractions with the same denominators
solve problems that involve all of the above
 recognise and show, using diagrams, equivalent fractions with small denominators
 recognise and use fractions as numbers; unit fractions and non-unit fractions with small
denominators
 add and subtract fractions with the same denominator within one whole [for example,
5/7 + 1/7 = 6/7]
 compare and order unit fractions and fractions with the same denominator
solve problems that involve all of the above
 measure, compare, add and subtract lengths (m/cm/mm), mass (kg/g), volume/capacity
(l/ml)
measure the perimeter of simple 2D shapes

Our new IPC unit is Scavengers and Settlers
Class Information
Year 3 will need PE shoes on Monday and Wednesday.
.
Spelling home learning will be given on a Monday and the
spelling rules are practised and applied throughout the week
during spelling lessons.
Children should regularly use Times Table Rockstars to practise their fluency and quickness of times table questions.

Many Thanks
Mrs Lowery

In RE we will learn:
 What do Christians remember on
Palm Sunday?

In History we will:

Find out about how fossils are made
 What daily life was like for Early man
 Research early civilisations and ages
 Find out about how Stone Age hunters lived
 Why and where early people settled
 Compare different early settlements
 Research the Iron Age culture

In PSHE we will learn about:
Healthy Me
Make healthy choices
Be physically active

In computing we will learn:


Networks

In PE we will be learning
Gymnastics
 Devise a sequence with a beginning , middle and end.
 Show a variety of balances on small body parts.
 Move smoothly from one action to another.

In French we will learn :



In Art we will

Choose our own materials and techniques

Talk about works of art and look at cave painting

Make our own Stone Age artefacts

Animals on the farm.
Pets

In Technology we will

Design stone age tools and weapons

Use different materials to make our design

Evaluate our designs

In International we will

Learn about what skills people have needed to learn in order to
survive.
Caption describing picture or graphic



The importance of team work.

